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Arbors or Mandrels hardened, ground perfectly true I ject it will be thankfully received. A. Rust joints are (21) F. C. S. says: A master mechanic here 

and durable. For machinists. jewelers. and others use. made by mixing the following ingredients in the given claims that the proper manner to get the length of an 
!l1ie Oharge for Insertion uruler this head is OneIJollar 

Send for circular. A A. Pool & Co .• Newark, N. J. quantities, and driving the mixture with a caulking eccentric rod, in case an engine came in with a broken 
a line for each insertion. The Varnishes and Japans of Hyatt & Co., establishetl. tool into the joint: Cast iron turnings or borings, 100 one, is to get the length from center of driving shaft to 
===============-=-=-=-=_=--===== 1872(" The London Manuf. Co."), made from scientific Ibs.: powdered sal ammoniac, lIb.; flowers of sulphur center of knuckle on link where eccentric rod connects 

For SaJe.-Owing to poor health by the owner, a quar- formula by a practical maker of materials, free of dele- 72 lb. The latter ingredlent is sometimes omitted. and from this length take the distance from center of 
ter interest is offered in The E'rost Manufacturing Co., terious substances, are, in the success met with, noted 

(12) W. G. M. says: 1. The Nautical Al- eccentric to end of lugs on eccentric straps where the 
of Galesburg. m . . a general foundry and machine bus!- ��::I:��:�����:n

p�e��:�!i����I��y
C�::��es��!!v�: manac gives the polar distance of Polaris for January rod is bolted; the remaining length, he claims, equals the 

ne ... Been in successful operation for 22 years. Ad- circulars and price list to Company's office, 246 Grand 1, 1870. as 1° 23' 01". The formula for computing the length of eccentric rod. Please give the correct way 
dress F. M. Co., Galesburg, Ill. street. N. Y. azimuth of Polaris for the same date and for latitude for ascertaining the length under the stated circum-

Polishing Supplies for all kinds of Metals. Greene, SilverSolder and small Tubing. John Holland, Cin- 420 gives azimuth of Polaris 10 51' 45". Will you please stances? A. As you state the rule, it is incorrect. A 
Tweed & Co., 18 Park Place, N. Y. cinnati, Manufacturer of Gold Pens and Pencil Cases. explain why the azimuth is greater than the polar dis- good way to find the length, is to place the crank on the 

Best and Cheapest Wag<m Tire Upsetter. only $12. Mill Stone Dressing Diamonds. Simple, effective, and tance? A. Azimuth is the distance between the meri- two centers alternately, and find the length that will di-
Circular free. H. W. Seaman & Co., Millport. N. Y. durable. J. Dickinson, 64 Nassau St. , N. Y .  dian o f  any place and a vertical circle starting from the vide the lead, or nearly so. This supposes that tae ec-

Electric Bells, Electric and Telegraphic Apparatus, Patent Scroll and Band Saws. Best and cheapest in zenith of that place, measured on the horizon-the ver- centric is secured m the proper position. If not, it is 
Galvanic Batteries; every variety, very cheap. H.Thau, use. Cordesman. Egan & Co., Cincinnati, O. tical circle of course cutting the center of the star first to be adjusted. 
85 Nassau St .• New York city. For Boult's Paneling, Moulding, and Dov9tailing Ma whose azimuth it is designed to measure. It fOllows (22) Constant reader inquires the amount 

The Celebrated Farm Grist Mill; the grinding parts chine, and other wood-working machinery, address B. C. that, as the pole mU3t be in the exact meridian, and an of upward pressure exerted on the sides of a coffer dam 
are steel. It Is unsurpassed. Send stamp for descriptive, Machinery Co., Battie Creek, Mich. object either east or west of the pole is on a vertical di- by the surrounding waters, the interior being pumped 
circular. Wm. L. Boyer & Bro .. Philadelphia, Pa. I Chester Steel Castings Co. make castings for heavy vergent from the meridian of the pLce, of course it I I out to bottom; not taking into account the laying of the 

Patentees and Inventors may obtain Capital to a lim- ' gearing, and Hydraulic Cylinders where great strength will be further from the meridian at the horizon than at timbers composing the dam? A. It is equal to the 
lted amount. on fair terms, to introduce perfect or pro- Is required. See their advertisement, page 818. the polar altitude. It must be understood that twice weight of a volume of water equal to the volume of ke 
tect approved Inventions, by addressing W.Foster, P.O. W t d Sal h hI . t d 'thW d every twenty-four hours t h e  azimuth of Polaris is 0°; I submerged part of the coffer dam, or, more simply, the Box 3,074. New York city. an e - esman t oroug y acquam e WI 00 

and Iron-working Machinery. Address John H. Kerrick, this, of course, is when it is upon the meridian, either weight of the water displaced, 
Metallic Letters and Figures to put on patterns of Indianapolis, Ind. above or below the true pole. 2. Also why the azimuth 

castings, all sizes. H.W.Knight. Seneca Falls, N. Y. increase, and decrease, with the latitude, as the azimuth 
C. C. Phillips, 4,048 Girard Ave., West Phila� manu- for the same date for latitude 300 is 1° 36', but for lati-

factures Vertical and other Burr Mills adapted to all tude 50° is 2° 9' 15". A. As the zenilh approaches the 
kinds of grinding; also Portable Flouring Mills. pole, the meridian and vertical circle, passing through 

Planer, 5 x 2, for sale. C.R.Ellis, 182 Center St., N.Y. an object of a given distance from the pole, will be 
Boulter'S Superior Muffies, Assayers and Cupellers more divergent, and of course make a wider space on 

Portable Furnaces, Slides, Tile, Fire Brick and Fire Clay the horizon, where the azimuth is computed. 
for sale. 1,609 North St., Philadelphia, Pa. (1) J. H. P. asks how to get a good and 

durable dark blue on a gun barrel with acids, and with- (13) J. W. asks: What if the best system 
Jt is a sure sign of an old Overcoat when cut short. out heat? A. Apply nitric acid and let it ellt into the of artificial ice making? Is not chymogene dangerous 

.AU Overcoats are cut long; and all short Overcoats are 
several years old. We have this information from the iron a little; then the latter will be covered with a thin to use? A. You will find that the special merits and 
leader of the retail Cloth.lngtrade In America.-Baldwin, film of oxide. Clean the barrel, oil, and burnish. demerits of the f'everal systems mentioned have re
of course. (2) W. H. L. S. asks: What is the mechan- ceived ample comment in these columns. That system 

Baxter's Adjustable Wrenches fit peculiar corners. ical effect used on the stage in making one scene disap- is of course the bellt by which the maximum quantity 
Manu!. by Greene, Tweed & Co., 18 Park Place, N.Y. pear gradually, and another appear as gradually in its of goodiee is �roduced at the minin;um cost in �oney 

Wanted-A 2Ot o 25 Horse Power Engine and Boiler, place? A. One way is to arrange a mirror in rear of the and labor. �,qUefie� gases-�s su phurous aOld and 
of the most approved kind, either new o� second-hand. stage, the glass being placed at an angle to the foot- , ammonia-a though mcombustIble, ar� not le�s danger
Edward Harrison, 135 Howard Ave. , New Haven, Conn. lights so that it will reflect a person standing near the ous than ether or c

.
hymogene. Other t�mgs bemg .equal, 

For Land with 500 feet water front, 85 minutes by side of the stage, but concealed from the view of the the process supplYl�g the more volatlle reagent IS usu

boat from Wall St., accessible by rail, address P. 0 . Box audience. The person stands in a dark compartment, ally the most effectIve. 
3,684, N. Y. so that his reflection in the glass is normally quite (14) B. D. N. asks: What will remove 

John T. Noye & Son. Bnfalo, N. Y., are Manufactur- faint. A strong calcium light is then thrown directly coal oil from boards? A. Strong lye. 
9rs')f BUrr Mill Stones and Flour Mill Machinery of all on the person so that a vivid reflection appears in the How can I make rubber cement? A. Fill a bottle "" 
kinds, and dealers In DufOUr & Co. 's Bolting Cloth. glass. When the light is gradually diminished the re- full eX native indiarubber cut in shreds. Pour in ben
Send for large illustrated catalogue. flection appears to fade, and when gradually strength- zole until the bottle is !l4 full. Shake every few days 

Miners know our All Steel Pat. Bushings stand when ened on a second person, near the first, the former until the mixture becomes as thick as honey. This 
others fail. Penfield Block Works, Lockpnrt. N. Y. comeS into prominence. Similar effects are produced dries quickly. 

A most Complete, Practicable, Durable, and Cheap 
Burglar Alarm has been invented and put on the market 
by Messrs. Hutchinson & Ransom, Cleveland, O. Costs 
only from $3 to $10 for a house. Send them 75 cents for 
sample and circular. 

Wanted-A Steam Yacht, about 40 ft. keel and 8 ft. 
beam. Address, with particulars and lowest cash priCe, 
Wo"dbury Kramer,l02 State St., Rochester, N. Y. 

Power & Foot Presses, Ferracute C o ., Bridgeton, N. J. 
Solid EmeryVulcanite Wheels-The Solid Original 

Emery Wheel- other kinds Imitations and inferior. 
0aution.-Our name is stamped in full on all our best 
Standard Belting, PaCking, and Hose. Buy that only. 
The best is the cheapest. New York Belting and Pack
ing Company, 87 and 88 Park Row, N. Y. 

Ste�1 Castings from one lb. to five thousand Ibs. In
val�ble for strength and durability. Circulars free. 
Pittsburgh Steel Casting Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

For Best Presses, Dies, and Frtlit Can Tools, Bliss & 

Williams, cor. of Plymouth and Jay Sts .. Brooklyn, N.Y. 

Hydraulic Presses and Jacks, new and second hand. 
Lathes and Machinery for Polishing and Bllffing metals. 
E. Lyon & Co., '10 Grand St., N. Y. 

40 Horse Second-hand Upright Engine wanted, in 
good order. J. Leffel & Co., Springfield, O. 

Small Fine Gray Iron Castings a specialty. Soft and 
true to patterns. A. Winterburn, 16 De Witt street, AI
bany,N. Y. 

Tin Foil.-J. J. Crooke, 163 Mulberry St., N. Y. 
For the best Gate Valves of all kinds, apply to D. 

Kennedy & Co., 68Joh nSt. , N. Y. 

Plumbers-Address Bailey, 'Farrell & Co., Pittsburgh, 
Pa., for the best and cheapest iron case street hydrants. 

Magic Lantern; and Stereopticons of all prices. Views 
illustrating every subject for public exhibitions. Profi
table business for a man with a small capital. Also lan
terns for college and home amusement. 74 page cata
loguefree. McAllister Mf. Optician, 49 Nassau St.,·N .Y. 

.. Little All Right," the smallest and most perfect Re
Tolver in the world. Radically new both in principle and 
operation. Send for circular. All Right Firearm's Co., 
Lawrence, Mass., U.S.A. 

For Solid Wrought Iron Beams, etc� see advertise
ment. Address Union Iron MillS, Pittsburgh. Pa., for 
lithograph, etc. 

Shaw's Noise-Quieting Nozzles for Escape Pipes of 
Locomotives, Steamboats, etc. Quiets all the noise of 
high pressure escaping steam without any detriment 
whatever. T. Shaw, 915 Ridge Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Bolt Forging Machines and Power Hammers a spe
cialty. Send for circulars. S. C. Forsaith & Co., Man
chester, N. H. 

Felt of every description for Manufacturers' purposes, 
especially adapted for Polishing, can be fUrnished in any 
thickness, size. @r shape. Tingue, House & Co., Manu
facturers. Salesroom, 69 Duane St., N. Y. Factory at 
Glenville, Conn. 

Gray & Wood Planer; Ball's Planer and Matcher; 
Smith's Mortiserj Universal Woodworkerj Tenoning 
and Moulding Machines; in good order, and cheap for 
cash. Address D.W. W. Smlth,lS5 N. 3d St., Philadel
phia, Pa. 

Models made to order. H. B. Morris, Ithaca, N. Y. 
For Town and Village nse, Combined Hand Fire En

gine and Hose Carriage, $350. Forsaith & Co., Manches
ter.N.H. 

Articles in Light Metal Work. Fine Castings in Brass 
Malleaple Iron, &c., Japanning, Tinning, Galvanizin� 
Welles' Specialty Works, Chicago, TIl. 

by the magic lantern. What causes the Indian summer? A. No definite 
(3) R. H. W. asks how to soften a lump of theory. 

gold that is too hard. It has a little copper and silver in Is gas escaping in a room where a lamp is burning 
it. A. Anneal by the ordinary methods. The presence liable to set a home on fire? A. Yes, if a sufficient 
of tin will sometimes harden alloys of gold and silver. quantity enters to produce an explosive mixture with 

the air. 
(4) N. G. P. ask: Will you please give me Is there such a chemical as hypophosphite of potassa? 

a recipe for putting a black polish on white wood? A. A. Yes. 
Mix up a strong stain of 'copperas and logwood, to What is dextrin? A. A gum-like product of the ac-
which add powdered nute:all. Stain your wood with tion of dilute acid upon starch at 200° to 212°. 
this solution, dry, rub down well, oil, then use French (15) J. W. W. asks how to make a black polish made tolerably dark with indigo or finely pow-
dered stone blue. inkin a cold orlump form, so that by adding water I 

Also give me a recipe for making a cheap but durable 
mucilage? A. Macerate 5 parts of good glue in 20 parts 
of water for 24 hours, adding 20 parts of rock candy 
and 3 parts of gnm arabic. 

Will cream.turn yellow, when used as a secret writing 
fluid on post�ls, when exposed to heat? A. Yes. 

can make ink as wanted? A. A good ink powder, which 
might with a little mucilaginous material be made into 
blocks by pressure, consists of Aleppo galls, 3 Ibs.; 
copperas, lIb.; gnm arabic, 72 lb.; white sugar, M lb.; 
powder and mix; 20zs. of thi. powder dissolved in 1 
pint of boiling water gives a very good ink. 

(5) J. H. P. says: i have just tried an ex- (16) J. R. asks: How can I make a fine 
periment on making vinegar from the wild crab apple. I quality of ink to ste�cil boxes, with stencil plates, and 
It has from two nights' and one day's standing got quite also not very expenSIve? Also the mode and prepara
sour, but too bitter to use. How can I get the bitter I tion of making and drying it? A. Sulphate of manga
taste from it without doing it an injury' A. Warm a nese, 2 parts, lampblack, 1 part; sugar, 4 parts; all in 
sample of the vinegar and ag;tate it with a little egg al- flnc powder and triturated to a paste with a little water. 
bumen. If after scttling 2 hours it is not improved, 
distillation must be resorted to. 

(6) L. P. M. asks for (1) a lacquer to gild 
burnished iron and zinc? A. A good lacquer consists 
of alcohol, 8 ozs.; gamboge, I oz.; shellac, 3 ozs., an
natto, 1 oz.; solution of 3 ozs. of seed lac in 1 pint al
cohol. When dissolved add M oz. Venice turpentine 
and M oz. dragon's blood to make it dark. Keep in 
warm place for 4 or 5 days. 2. Also the best method of 
removing stains from gold and silver plating? A. Im
merse for some time in a solution of 72 oz. cyanide of 
potassium to 1 pint rain water, and brush off with pre· 
pared chalk. 

(7) A. A. R. asks the length of time incu· 
bation takes for hen's eggs, turkey's, duck's and geese', 
and the degree of heat during the time from first to 
last? Also the management the eggs require? A. Geese 
30 days, turkeys 27 to 28, ducks 28, hens 21. Tempera
ture 140°. The eggs should be turned every 6 or 7 days. 
and the chicks, when hatched, keptuntil strong under 
an artificial mother made of sheepskin. 

(8) R. A. McC. asks for a preparation that 
will eraSQ lead pencil writing from printed pasteboard 
cards (colored) that will not injure the printing or color 
of cards? A. Stale bread or possibly soft "bottle" in
dia rubber. 

(9) C. M. C. asks: If the requisite length 
of a pendulum rod to vibrate seconds is 39/0 inch. how 
can the number of vibrations be found from any given 
length of rod, or vice versa, the length of rod from the 
number of vibrations? A. The time of oscillation in
creases in the same ratio as the square root of the 
length of the pendulum. Thus if the length of a pen
dulum be increased 4, 9,16, times, the time of its oscilla
tion will be increased only 2, 3, 4, times. 

(10) J. C, W. asks: 1. What was the cost 
of the Suez Canal? A. $80,893,665, or about $808,936 
per mile. 2. What was the greatest engineering work 
of modern times, and what was its cost? A. The Mis
sissippi jetties and the tunnel under the Straits of 
Dover, both unfinished. 

(17) E. H. says: 1. If I sink a cy Hnder 
weighing 10 Ibs. at a depth of 20 feet in water, what 
pressure on the square inch would I obtain on its piston, 
the latter being 3 inches in diameter? A. The pressure 
of the water on the piston, at the commencement of its 
stroke, would be about 8!0 lbs. per square inch, varying 
a little with the temperature of the water. 2. What 
weight would bring the cylinder up at the surface of 
the water after the piston has made its full stroke and 
bears against the bottom of the cylinder? A. The 
weight of the submerged cylinder would be 10 Ibs. di
minished by the weight of the volume of water which 
it displaces, which volume cannot be calculated from 
the data given. 

(18) E. L. W. asks for a recipe to make 
the composition to put on matches? A. A good paste 
for matches contains: 1. Common phosphorus, 4 parts; 
niter, 16; red lead, 3; strong lead, 6. 2. Ordinary· 
phosphorus, 9 parts; niter, 14; binoxide of manganes�, 
14; gum or glue, 16. Melt tbe glue at 212° Fah� gradu
ally add the phosphorus, which must be well stirred 
into the liquid; then add the niter and coloring matter. 
Keep the paste at a regular temperature of about 97° 
Fah. by means of hot water under the iron or marble 
slab on which it is spread. 

(19) I. L. S. says: Can you give me a pro· 
cess for purifying rancid butter, also best coloring in
gredients? A. Use 1 pint of water to each lb. of butter, 
previously adding 20 grain� of chloride of lime to each 
pint of water; wash well the butter in this mixture, af
terward rewash in cold water and salt; or melt the but
ter in a water bath with animal charcoal, coarsely pow
dered and previously well sifted to free it from dust; 
skim, remove and strain through flannel, then salt. For 
coloring, a solution of annatto is commonly used. 

Gun and Sewing Machine Teols. Pratt & Whituey, (11) D. U. G. says: I have had several ar-

(20) J. H. P. asks; 1. What is the meaning 
of the term "pitch," when applied to propellers or 
screws? A. The pitch is the distance the screw would 
advance in one revolution, if it worked in an unyielding 
medium, after the manner of a screw in a nut. 2. In 
describing steamship engines, why is it said that the 
nominal horse power is, say, 500, but will work up to, 
say, 2,500 horse power? A. The term nominal horse 
power is merely a oommercial unit, and the expression 
you quote has about the same significance as if it were 
said that the vessel has a No. 8 engine, which is capable 
of developing 2,500 indicated horse power. 

Hartford, Conn. gnments with parties in our town about making rust 
Reliable information given on all subjects relating to joints in cast iron, and have been told that it cannot be 

Mechanics, Hydraulics, Pneumatics, SteamEnglne., and I d
one. I claim that it can be done: but how I cannot 

Boilers. by A. F. Nagle, M.E-,Providence. R. I. tell If you can give me any into=t10n upon the sub-
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(23) A. B. C. asks: 1. Why is it claimed 
for compound engines, that the strains are more regu
lar? It is asserted that the strains are not so irregular 
as in the simple engine. If the initial pressure in the 
high press cylinder is expanded into a large cylinder, 
before the high press piston has completed its stroke, 
is not tile Rteam expanded, the pressure reduced, and as 
a consequence the strams as irregular as before? A. 
If yon compare a simple engine with a compound, both 
working at a high rate of expansion, you will see that 
the range of expansion in the single cylinder is much 
greater than in each of the two or three cylinders of the 
compound engines. The equalization of slrains on the 
crank pin is effected by special arrangement of the 
cylinders, and this can be done either with compound 
cylinders or several simple ones. 2. Again, m regard 
to high pressure boilers, the strength of a cylinder is 
inversely as its diameter and inversely as its length. 
Please state where the limit is. I read in the liJngineer 
that the tu bulous boiler was the only style now known 
where the pressure could be safely carried at 150 to 160, 
that is, for sea-going ships. The Mississippi river boats 
carry 175 to 2001bs. pressure per square inch; why 
could not they be used on marine vessels? A. This re
fers to cylinders exposed to external pressure. In prac
tice the limit of length is a few feet, the internal fiues 
being divided in effect into a series of short cylinders 
by attaching rings or bands. The tubular boiler is used 
in marine practice instead of the style with flues com
monly round in western steamers, for the reason that 
it occupies less space and weighs less for the same ca
pacity and economy. 

(24) F. M. D. says: I am going to use a 
composition in my steam boiler to remove incrustation 
and keep the boiler clean. It is composed of 10 Ibs. of 
soda ash, lIb. of muriatic acid, 72 lb. of acetic acid, 
and 2 lbs. of chestnut oak bark. Will this be injurious 
to the iron if used regnlarly, and if so, state which of 
these articles cause injury? A. Omit everything from 
the composition except the soda ash. 

(25) W. P. says: I am working at an alti
tude of 10,500 feet, where it is impossible for a pump to 
draw more than 18 or 20 foot perpendicular, consequent
ly losing 5 lbs. per square inch of pressure on the valve. 
owing to the rarefied condition of the air. Now what 
I wish to know is this. Does not a steam gauge manu
factured in Chicago or Boston, or any other city of the 
same altitude, mark 5 Ibs. light when on a boiler up in 
this altitude, or say 55 Ibs. when there are actually 60 

in boiler? By figuring out the safety valve I find such 
to be the case, or the steam gauge is incorrect. A. The 
ordinary gauge, when correctly adjusted, shows the 
pressure in the boiler above the atmosphere. To get 
the ab,o\ute pressure, the pressure of the atmosphere, 
as obtained from a barometric observation, must be 
added. We would be glad to have complete dimensions 
of your safety valve, with weights of the varions parts, 
and the conditions under which the discrepancy be
tween the gauge and valve was noted. 

(26) H. C. inquires whether the whole 
length of the tube, or only that part surrounded by wa
ter, is reckoned as heating surface in an ordinary up
right boiler? A. In a boiler, all surface that has lire or 
hot gas on one side and lVater on the other, is reckoned 
as water-heating surface. Surface with hot gas on one 
side and steam on the other is called superheating sur
face. 

(27) A. E. R. asks: 1. 13 a hot water boi�er 
test less hurtful to the boiler than a cold water test? If 
so, why? A. A hot water test is generally leBS injuri- _ 

ous to a boiler than a test with cold water, for the reason 
that the boiler if tested cold is subjected to strains that 
do not occur in its practical use. 2. Is there an inspec
tor of boilers in New York State now, and how often 
does the law require a boiler to be inspected? A. We 
think not. 

(28) C. T. asks: Can an engine run as fast 
on the level with 100 Ibs. steam, as it can with 150 Ibs� 
no load attached to take the steam? A. If the question 
refers to a locomotive runr,ing light, as seems probable. 
the speed will be greater with the higher pressure if the 
pipes and ports are sufficiently large. 

(29) F. C. S. asks how in drawing an en
gine with inclined cylinder is the end of the end of the 
cylinder in top view projected from side view. Four 
points I can get easy enough, but how can I get more? 
A. You can find additional points in a similar manner 
to the first four, by noting; where perpendiculars from 
certain elements or lines parallel to the axis in the side 
view cut tile corresponding elements in the top view. 

How many feet a minute can a plunger pump be run 
to work well? A. The speed of pump is governed by 
the size of plunger or suction pipe, noting that for ordi
nary lengths of suction pipe, the velocity of the water 
should not exceed 600 feet per minute, which figure can 
be used for a first class pump. 

(30) P. B. asks: What does the Post Office 
departulent desire for an invention for cancelling post
age stamps? A. A canceller is desired which shall be 
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